BEND TRANSPORTATION PLAN
Phases 3-4 Work Plan and Process

**Citywide Transportation Advisory Committee (CTAC)**

- **CTAC 9**: Neighborhood feedback
- **CTAC 10**: Prioritization criteria
- **CTAC 11**: Prioritization criteria Policy
- **CTAC 12**: Evaluation results
- **CTAC 13**: Draft 2040 Prioritized TSP
- **CTAC 14**: Draft 2040 Prioritized TSP

**Funding Work Group (FWG)**

- **FWG 5**: Funding assumptions Policy
- **FWG 6**: Revenue projections by phase
- **FWG 7-8**: Draft Funding Plan and Strategies

**Steering Committee (SC)**

- **SC 5**: Confirm: Prioritization criteria Policy
- **SC 6**: Confirm: 2040 Prioritized TSP Funding Plan and Strategy
- **SC 7**: Approve TSP

**MPO TAC**

- Updated: 7/16/2019